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DETAILED ACTION

Specification

1. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities: The title is in

conflict with co-pending application 09/98 1 ,646, which has the same title. One or both titles

should be changed. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 102

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 35 1(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection ofan application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

3. Claims 1-13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Swoboda U.S.

Patent Application PubHcation US2002/0059541.

As per claim 1, Swoboda teaches an integrated circuit chip comprising embedded digital

processor (paragraph 0031, 0069) and an on-chip emulation device coupled to said digital signal

processor, said emulation device being operable to control said digital processor and to collect

information about the operation of said digital processor (paragraph 0061, 0055), the on-chip

emulation device having a communication port for off-chip communication (paragraph 0061,
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0038, 0080), the chip further comprising an on-chip interface having a first port connected to

said communication port of said on-chip emulation device (paragraph 0080) and a second port

for connection to a non-proprietary bus (paragraph 0080) wherein said interface is operable to

convert between a format suitable for said on-chip emulation device and a format suitable for

said non-proprietary bus (paragraphOOSO, 0064, 0066).

i

As per claim 2, Swoboda teaches the integrated circuit chip of claim 1 having plural

embedded digital processors, each having a respective associated on-chip emulation device and a

respective said on-chip interface, said integrated circuit chip further including said non-

proprietary bus, and a bus connection port connected on said chip via said non-proprietary bus to

the second port of each said interface (paragraph 0082).

As per claim 3, Swoboda teaches the integrated circuit chip of claim 1 wherein said non-

proprietary bus is a universal serial bus (paragraph 0066),

As per claim 4, Swoboda teaches the integrated circuit chip of claim 3 wherein said bus

connection port is a universal serial bus hub (paragraph0066, 0039, wherein, it is inherent with

multiple connections, which could be multiple USB connections, that a hub be used to control

the co-existing connections).

As per claim 5, Swoboda teaches the integrated circuit chip of claim 1 wherein said non-

proprietary bus is a bus complying with IEEE standard 1394 (paragraph 0067).

As per claim 6, Swoboda teaches the integrated circuit chip of claim 1 wherein the or

each digital processor further comprises JTAG circuitry connected to said bus (paragraph 0062).

As per claim 7, Swoboda teaches the integrated circuit chip of claim 6 wherein said

JTAG circuitry has a further off-chip connection (paragraph 0069).
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As per claim 8, Swoboda teaches a method of communicating between a remote device

and a digital processor (paragraph 0031, 0060, 0038), said digital processor being on an

integrated circuit chip (paragraph 0069), said chip having on-chip emulation circuitry for

monitoring and controlling the digital processor in response to signals from a said remote device

(paragraph 0081), said chip further comprising interface circuitry disposed between a port of said

on-chip emulation circuitry and a communication port for said signals (paragraph 0080, wherein,

the circuitry is inherent in the port driver interface), wherein said port is adapted to receive a

non-proprietary bus and wherein said non-proprietary bus is adapted to convey signals having a

predetermined protocol (paragraph 0080, 0064, 0066, wherein, the protocol is inherent in the

proper communication of a USB connection), the method comprising: connecting said non-

proprietary bus to said port and to a said remote device (paragraph 0080); receiving said signals

from said remote device over said non-proprietary bus in said non-proprietary protocol at said

communication port and transferring said signals to said interface circuitry on-chip (paragraph

0080, 0064, 0066); in said interface circuitry, converting said signals into a form suitable for said

on-chip emulation circuitry, and transferring said converted signals to said on-chip emulation

circuitry whereby said on-chip emulation circuitry responds to said converted signals to monitor

and control said digital processor (paragraph 0080, 0064, 0066, 0039, 0060).

As per claim 9, Swoboda teaches a method of debugging a digital processor using a host

computer, said digital processor being on an integrated circuit chip (paragraph 0031, 0060, 0038,

0069), said chip having on-chip emulation circuitry for monitoring and controlling the digital

processor in response to signals from said host computer (paragraph 0081, 0080), said chip

further comprising interface circuitry disposed between a port of said on-chip emulation circuitry
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and a communication port for said signals (paragraph 0080), wherein said port is adapted to

receive a non-proprietary bus and wherein said non-proprietary bus is adapted to convey signals

having a predetermined protocol (paragraph 0080, 0064, 0066), the method comprising:

connecting said non-proprietary bus to said port and to a said host computer (paragraph 0080,

0064, 0066); generating said signals in said host computer (paragraph 0039, 0060); receiving

said signals from said host computer over said non-proprietary bus in said non-proprietary

protocol at said communication port and transferring said signals to said interface circuitry on-

chip (paragraph 0039, 0060, 0066, 0064); in said interface circuitry, converting said signals into

a form suitable for said on-chip emulation circuitry, and transferring said converted signals to

said on-chip emulation circuitry whereby said on-chip emulation circuitry responds to said

converted signals to monitor and control said digital processor (0081, 0039, 0060, 0064, 0066).

As per claim 10, Swoboda teaches the method of claim 8 wherein said chip further

comprises peripheral circuitry, and said on-chip emulation circuitry is linked to said peripheral

circuitry for control and monitoring thereof (paragraph 0069).

As per claim 11, Swoboda teaches the method of claim 8 wherein said non-proprietary

bus is a universal serial bus and said predetermined protocol is a universal serial bus protocol

(paragraph 0064, 0066, wherein, the protocol ofUSB is inherent in the use of the USB

connection).

As per claim 12, Swoboda teaches the method of claim 1 1 wherein said integrated circuit

chip further comprises JTAG circuitry connected to said interface circuitry, the method further

comprising supplying test signals over said universal serial bus to said interface circuitry; in said

interface circuitry converting said test signals into JTAG protocol form; and supplying said
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JTAG protocol signals to said JTAG circuitry whereby said JTAG circuitry implements

boundary test functions of said chip (paragraph 0080 - 0082).

As per claim 13, Swoboda teaches the method of claim 12 further comprising causing

said on-chip emulation circuitry to determine data illustrative of the behavior of said chip said

signals comprise interrogating signals for said on-chip emulation circuitry, whereby said on-chip

emulation circuitry derives information from said data to said interface; in said interface,

converting said information into universal serial bus protocol; and transmitting said information

in universal serial bus protocol over said universal serial bus to said host (paragraph 0080-0082).

Allowable Subject Matter

4. Claims 14-15 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would

be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim

and any intervening claims.

Double Patenting

5. Claims 1, 3, 8, 9, and 1 1 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of obviousness-

type double patenting as being unpatentable over claim 3 of U.S. Patent Application No.

09/981,624. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct

from each other because:

As per claim 1, the present apphcation (referred to hereon as 646) recites an integrated

circuit chip comprising embedded digital processor and an on-chip emulation device coupled to

said digital signal processor, said emulation device being operable to control said digital
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processor and to collect information about the operation of said digital processor. These

limitations are taught by application 09/981,624 (referred to hereon as 624, and is italicized for

clarity) in claim 3 as it recites a method ofdebugging an integrated circuit chip by

communicating between application programs running on a host computer system and a device

on said integrated circuit chip, the chip comprising digital processing circuitry and on-chip

emulation circuitryfor communicating with and control ofsaid digital processing circuitry.

The present invention further recites the on-chip emulation device having a communication port

for off-chip communication, the chip further comprising an on-chip interface having a first port

connected to said communication port of said on-chip emulation device and a second port for

connection to a non-proprietary bus. AppHcation 624 recites the on-chip emulation circuitry

having a communications portfor receiving informationfrom said host computer system andfor

passing information to said host computer system, the integrated circuit chipfurther having an

on-chip ush interface connected to a target usb port, and the host computer system having a host

usb port. Lastly, claim 1 of 646 recites wherein said interface is operable to convert between a

format suitable for said on-chip emulation device and a format suitable for said non-proprietary

bus. Claim 3 of 624 recites converting said host usb port to said target usb port; running a

proxy serverprogram on said host computer system, causing a said application program to

connect to saidproxy server program, whereby saidproxy serverprogram connects to said

device on said chip via said host and target usb ports. Therefore, all limitations of claim 1 of the

present application is taught in claim 3 of application 624. However, claim 1 of the present

application teaches these Hmitations to incur in an apparatus; whereas application 624 teaches, in

claim 3, the invention as incurring as a method. "Official Notice" is taken that the method of
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624 would be performed upon the apparatus of 646. It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to perform the method of 646 on the

apparatus of 624. One of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to perform the

method of 646 on the apparatus of 624 because the method of 646 would have to be performed

upon an apparatus, inherently, and 642 contains the needed components to run the method of

646.

As per claim 3, the present invention of 646 recites the integrated circuit chip of claim 1

wherein said non-proprietary bus is a universal serial bus. This limitation is recited in claim 3 of

624 as the integrated circuit chipfurther having an on-chip ush interface connected to a target

ush port, and the host computer system having a host ush port, wherein a USB port inherently

implies a universal serial bus connection.

As per claim 8, the present invention of 646 recites a method of communicating between

a remote device and a digital processor, said digital processor being on an integrated circuit chip.

Application 624 recites a method ofdebugging an integrated circuit chip by communicating

between application programs running on a host computer system and a device on said

integrated circuit chip, the chip comprising digital processing circuitry. Furthermore, 646

recites said chip having on-chip emulation circuitry for monitoring and controlling the digital

processor in response to signals from a said remote device. Application 624 recites on-chip

emulation circuitryfor communicating with and control ofsaid digital processing circuitry. The

present application further recites that said chip further comprising interface circuitry disposed

between a port of said on-chip emulation circuitry and a communication port for said signals,

wherein said port is adapted to receive a non-proprietary bus and wherein said non-proprietary
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bus is adapted to convey signals having a predetermined protocol, the method comprising:

connecting said non-proprietary bus to said port and to a said remote device. Application 624

recites on-chip emulation circuitry having a communications portfor receiving informationfrom

said host computer system andforpassing information to said host computer system, the

integrated circuit chipfurther having an on-chip usb interface connected to a target ush port,

and the host computer system having a host usb port. Application 646 recites receiving said

signals from said remote device over said non-proprietary bus in said non-proprietary protocol at

said communication port and transferring said signals to said interface circuitry on-chip; in said

interface circuitry, converting said signals into a form suitable for said on-chip emulation

circuitry, and transferring said converted signals to said on-chip emulation circuitry whereby said

on-chip emulation circuitry responds to said converted signals to monitor and control said digital

processor. Application 624 recites an on-chip usb interface connected to a target usb port, and

the host computer system having a host usb port, the method comprising: converting said host

usb port to said target usb port; running a proxy serverprogram on said host computer system,

causing a said application program to connect to saidproxy serverprogram, whereby said

proxy serverprogram connects to said device on said chip via said host and target usb ports.

While application 624 does recite a universal serial bus connection, it does not explicitly recite

using a predetermined protocol. "Official Notice" is taken that a predetermined protocol would

be used in the USB connection of 624 and, therefore, teaches this limitation. It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use a

predetermined protocol in the method of 624. One of ordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to use a predetermined protocol in 624 because a conforming protocol would need to
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be utilized in the USB connection to ensure a proper connection, and choosing a proper protocol

before the connection is made would ensure a successful connection upon initial connection.

As per claim 9, the present invention of 646 recites a method of debugging a digital

processor using a host computer, said digital processor being on an integrated circuit chip, said

chip having on-chip emulation circuitry for monitoring and controlling the digital processor in

response to signals from said host computer. Application 624 recites a method ofdebugging an

integrated circuit chip by communicating between application programs running on a host

computer system and a device on said integrated circuit chip, the chip comprising digital

processing circuitry and on-chip emulation circuitryfor communicating with and control ofsaid

digital processing circuitry. Application 646 further recites said chip further comprising

interface circuitry disposed between a port of said on-chip emulation circuitry and a

communication port for said signals, wherein said port is adapted to receive a non-proprietary

bus and wherein said non-proprietary bus is adapted to convey signals having a predetermined

protocol, the method comprising: connecting said non-proprietary bus to said port and to a said

host computer. AppUcation 624 recites the on-chip emulation circuitry having a

communications portfor receiving informationfrom said host computer system andfor passing

information to said host computer system, the integrated circuit chipfurther having an on-chip

ush interface connected to a target usb port, and the host computer system having a host ush

port. Furthermore, application 646 recites generating said signals in said host computer;

receiving said signals from said host computer over said non-proprietary bus in said non-

proprietary protocol at said communication port and transferring said signals to said interface

circuitry on-chip; in said interface circuitry, converting said signals into a form suitable for said
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on-chip emulation circuitry, and transferring said converted signals to said on-chip emulation

circuitry whereby said on-chip emulation circuitry responds to said converted signals to monitor

and control said digital processor. Application 624 recites converting said host usb port to said

target usb port; running a proxy serverprogram on said host computer system, causing a said

application program to connect to saidproxy server program, whereby saidproxy server

program connects to said device on said chip via said host and target usb ports; and on-chip

emulation circuitry having a communications portfor receiving informationfrom said host

computer system andforpassing information to said host computer system, the integrated circuit

chipfurther having an on-chip usb interface connected to a target usb port, and the host

computer system having a host usb port. While application 624 does recite a universal serial bus

connection, it does not expUcitly recite using a predetermined protocol. "Official Notice" is

taken that a predetermined protocol would be used in the USB connection of 624 and, therefore,

teaches this limitation. It would have been obvious to one of ordinai'y skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to use a predetermined protocol in the method of 624. One of ordinary

skill in the art would have been motivated to use a predetermined protocol in 624 because a

conforming protocol would need to be utilized in the USB connection to ensure a proper

connection, and choosing a proper protocol before the connection is made would ensure a

successful connection upon initial connection.

As per claim 11, application 646 recites the method of claim 8 wherein said non-

proprietary bus is a universal serial bus and said predetermined protocol is a universal serial bus

protocol Application 624 recites integrated circuit chip further having an on-chip usb interface

connected to a target usb port, and the host computer system having a host usb port. While
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application 624 does recite a universal serial bus connection, it does not explicitly recite using a

predetermined protocol. "Official Notice" is taken that a predetermined protocol would be used

in the USB connection of 624 and, therefore, teaches this limitation. It would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to use a predetermined

protocol in the method of 624. One of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to use

a predetermined protocol in 624 because a conforming protocol would need to be utilized in the

USB connection to ensure a proper connection, and choosing a proper protocol before the

connection is made would ensure a successful connection upon initial connection.

Conclusion

6. The prior art made of record and not rehed upon is considered pertinent to appHcant's

disclosure: See attached PYO-892/

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Christopher S. McCarthy whose telephone number is (703)305-

7599. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F, 8 - 4:30.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Robert BeausoHel can be reached on (703)305-9713. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

apphcations is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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